
ICV PARTNERS:  
LUNCH & LEARN
The Data Analytics Revolution:
Are you leveraging the power of your 
most valuable strategic asset?



Analytics have significantly impacted companies 
bottom line

8%-10%
Reduction in 

costs

Healthcare

+60%
Increase 

operating margin

Retail

5%-6%
Higher Productivity 
& profitability than 

peers

Companies utilizing
Operational Analytics



The Great Acceleration: The pandemic has increased the 
corporate-performance gap

1 Long-term economic profit implied by 2020 market valuations.
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Total economic profit by quintiles, $ billion

Top Quintile: +$335 Billion
(Dec 2018 – May 2020)

Bottom Quintile: -$303 Billion 
(Dec 2018 – May 2020)

Companies in the top quintile are 
typically analytics-driven 
organizations and invest significantly 
more in technology compared to the 
companies in the bottom quintile



Companies are increasing their spend on digital and technology;
Are your competitors gaining a competitive advantage?

1 Respondents who answered “don’t know/not applicable” are not shown; n=1,140
2 Full-time equivalents

SPENDING ON TECH INCREASED DURING THE PANDEMIC,
DESPITE BELT-TIGHTENING ELSEWHERE IN THE BUSINESS
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Changes in business metrics, past year, % of respondents1
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ANALYTICS-DRIVEN ORGANIZATIONS
CREATE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

58%
of organizations now apply analytics to 
create a competitive advantage within 
their markets or  industries

These same organizations are 
more  than twice as likely to 
substantially  outperform their 
peers

2x
Companies that inject analytics 
into their operations show 
productivity rates and
profitability that are 5% to 6% 
higher than those  of their peers

6%



Getting more value from data through greater maturity

Maturity/Time
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Capturing value Achieving scale TransformationBuilding insights

Operational Reporting
• Ability to answer: “What 

happened?
• Dependent on ad hoc and 

manual reporting
• Reporting primarily from source 

systems and excel 
spreadsheets

BI & Data Warehousing
• Ability to answer: “Why did it 

happen?
• Tactical reports are established 

and used for general business 
management

• Traditional databases are 
implemented and capture 
some corporate data

• Some dashboards 
implemented but many end-
users use excel-based 
reporting

Self-Service Analytics
• Ability to answer: “What’s likely 

to happen next?
• Data and analytics are 

adopted by the organization 
and used to predict outcomes

• Data and insights are available 
on-demand to end-users via 
dashboards, reports, and 
analytic tools

• Data and reporting standards 
are established and there’s a 
single source of truth for 
company data

Business Optimization
• Ability to answer: “What’s the 

best possible thing that could 
happen?

• A data-driven/informed 
strategy is adopted, and data is 
used to create a performance-
based culture

• Advanced analytics is used to 
optimize business processes, 
customer engagement, supply-
chain, etc.



“The time is now for companies to 
make bold investments in technology 

and capabilities that will equip their 
businesses to outperform others.”



OUR PROCESS

The Simple VUE empowers companies to fully exploit  the power of 
data for actionable insights

OUR SERVICES

Data Analytics
(including ML/AI)

OUR OBJECTIVE

Make data-driven  
decisions

Data Integration
(Automation, Cloud)

Software  
Development

Reduce
time-to-insight

Make complex  
data simple

OUR CLIENTS

Technology Hospitality Real Estate BioTech Healthcare Government Logistics



Systems &
Data Sources

Data
Integration

Data
Repository

Data Prep &
Pipelines

End-Users &
Community

Enterprise  
Analytic

Capabilities

Streaming &  
Batch Data  
Ingestion

Enterprise  
Data Lake

Data  
Processing,  
Preparation,  
Modeling

Business  
Intelligence  
& Reporting

Self-Service  
Analytics

Machine Learning  
& Artificial  
Intelligence

Corp Data

Cloud SaaS

3rd Party Data

Executive Team

Business Teams

Developers,  
Analysts, &  
Data Scientists

The Modern Analytics Ecosystem



Key aspects of the  
Modern Analytics  
Ecosystem

The modern analytics ecosystem supports a full spectrum of analytic 
capabilities  with multiple, continuous, real-time data flows designed by data 
engineers and  data analysts close to the business. The result is an agile, 
adaptive, self-service  environment that fuels data-driven organizations.

Fast & Agile

The architecture is responsive  

to change and can adapt  

quickly to new data,  

technologies, etc.

Accessible &  
Intuitive

End users expect ease  

when accessing and utilizing  

analytics to support their  

decision-making process

Automation

Human intervention is  

significantly reduced or  

eliminated throughout all  

aspects of the system

Interoperable

All-in-one solution is simply not  

a reality today; the system  

must allow for a combination of  

several tools

Cloud-based

Cloud solutions offer greater  

efficiency when the overall  

growth and adoption rate is  

largely unknown.

Secure &  
Compliant

The ecosystem must include  

a data governance model and  

components that support a

secure & compliant environment

Community &  
Collaboration

It is imperative that  

the system supports  

collaboration

AI/ML Assistance

Embedded intelligent assistant  

for making recommendations  

in real-time as business users  

work with data



KEY TOPICS:

Strategic Analytics

Self-Service Analytics

Automation for Cost Reduction  

Empowering Real-Time Insight

CASE STUDY 1

Automated Insights for More  
Effective Strategic Decision-making



About our client:  
PulteGroup

Transforming annual strategic planning 
to real-time market analytics

CHALLENGES: BUSINESS IMPLICATIONS:

PulteGroup is a national
homebuilder  operating in 44 
major markets across  the US

Our client is the Market 
Intelligence  department, which 
includes over  50+ analysts, 
manager, and business  
operators across all divisions

PROBLEM:

Our client is responsible for the  
annual strategic planning 
process,  which takes about 3-4 
months of  dedicated time to 
compile and  analyze data from 
over 25+ sources

The process is inefficient, not 
easily  repeatable, and offers 
limited value

95% of analysts’ time
spent on Data Prep, 5% 
spent on analysis

Not enough time is spent on  
finding insights that could  
have real business impact

Lacked unified single
source of truth & 
understanding of metrics

No alignment on how the  
data sources should be  
utilized

No democratization of 
data or insights; lacked 
Self-Service  tools

Analyses are not repeatable  
and require significant
amount  of work to replicate

Lacked the infrastructure  
to expand analytic  
capabilities

Lack foundational  
components to grow
this  analytic capability

1

2

3

4



Data Sources
Corp Data

3rd Party Data

Public Data

Centralized
Data Repository

Data 
Repository

Building the Strategy Toolkit

Enrich Data

Real-time 
Competitor Data

Enrichment Data

User-Generated 
Data

• On-demand access to real-time 
analytics of any of their markets

• Analytic tools to support land 
acquisition efforts

• Analytic tools to guide community 
pricing based on competitor data

Strategy Toolkit



Strategic Analytics Available On-Demand

Deployed to a
team of over 50
analysts across 
the country

Drives decision-
making  related to 
$500 million in  land 
investments annually

Business Impact

Real-Time, On-Demand Insight
Strategic planning was  
transformed from an 
annual  activity to a critical 
aspect  of their day-to-day 
decision- making process

Automation
Time-to-insight was  
dramatically decreased
– reduced a 3–4 month  
process to a real-time  
application

Reduced costs
Saved over $1.1M 
annually  due to 
personnel  expenses



KEY TOPICS:

Conversion Optimization

Self-Service Analytics

CASE STUDY 2

Empowering Data-Driven  
Decision-Making with Real-
Time, On-Demand Analytics

Sales Analytics

Empowering Real-Time Insight



About our client:  
A National  
Homebuilder

Empowering data-driven decision-
making through holistic performance
measurement

CHALLENGES: BUSINESS IMPLICATIONS:Our client is a national 
homebuilder  operating in the 
top 50 markets across  the US

Our client is the Inside Sales  
department, which includes 60+  
inside sales agents dedicated 
to  inbound leads from online 
sources  (websites, Zillow, and 
other real  estate listing
services)

Lacked key metrics and data  
to measure & track business  
impact

Unable to quantify the value  
& impact of the department  
on key business metrics

Lacked insight into answer  
rate & lead conversion  
performance

Unable to measure  
workload & pinpoint low  
performing agents

Unable to analyze data  
for best performance  
trends

Unable to benchmark 
performance & identify 
activities that  drive optimal
results

Lacked the infrastructure  
to expand analytic  
capabilities

Unable to build this
capability to optimize and 
transform future business
processes

1

2

3

4



Building Sales Performance Analytics

Centralized
Data Repository

Data 
Repository

Data Sources

• On-demand access to real-time 
analytics

• Ability to measure workload & 
benchmark performance

• Insight into agent-level 
performance on answer rates & 
lead conversion

Performance 
Analytics



Sales Performance Analytics Business Impact

Real-Time, On-Demand Insight
Strategic planning was transformed from an 
annual  activity to a critical aspect of their 
day-to-day decision-making process

Increase Lead Conversion by 15%
Analytics provided insight into scheduling 
issues; optimizing schedules increased 
answer rate by 20-30%

Empowering Data-Driven Decision-Making



KEY TOPICS:

Customer Segmentation

Customer Analytics

Targeted Marketing

CASE STUDY 3

Using Data to Target High-Value  
Customers & Optimize
Customer  Acquisition Spend



About our client:  
My Mold Detective

Using data to lower customer acquisition
costs & drive revenue growth

CHALLENGES: BUSINESS IMPLICATIONS:
My Mold Detective is a medical  
device company that tests the air  
quality in homes, offices, or
schools  for the presence of mold

Their products are primarily sold 
in  retail stores, such as Home 
Depot,  and on online through 
their website  and other e-
commerce sites

Unable to effectively
target ideal customers 
through online ads

Ineffective online 
advertising caused
increase customer 
acquisition costs

Unable to segment 
their customer data &
identify ideal customers

Lacked understanding  
of their ideal customer  
personas

Unable to identify markets  
with the highest
concentration of ideal
customers

Unable to target marketing
& advertising efforts 
based on  geography

Lacked the infrastructure  
to expand analytic  
capabilities

Unable to build this 
capability to optimize and 
transform future business
processes

1

2

3
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Using data to lower customer acquisition costs  
& drive revenue growth

Customer  
Profiling

Market  
Analysis

Lower  
Customer  
Acquisition  
Costs

Understanding
characteristics of existing 
customers to optimize 
targeting of online ads

Finding markets with the
highest concentration of 
their most ideal customer
profile

Lowering cost and driving 
growth by targeting the 
right customers with the 
right message



Identifying the ideal customer profile through customer 
segmentation

Demographics

Media
Preferences

Hobbies

Detailed Growth 
Projections

Spending 
Habits

Lifestyle
Preferences

Produced Customer ProfilesCustomer 
Data

CRM Data

Enrich Data

Person & 
Household-level 

Demographic data

Business Impact:
• Insight into Customer Segmentation & Ideal Customer Profile



Prioritizing new markets for growth

Business Impact:
• Ability to identify potential high growth markets

Market Prioritization AnalysisIdeal Customer 
Profile

Enrich Data

Location Data



Business Impact

Ability to identify potential high growth markets

Identified 1.3M households that fit their ideal  
customer profile; prioritized markets with the 
highest  concentration of these households

Implemented a hyper-targeted and cost-
effective  marketing strategy to drive growth

Created direct mail, IP targeting, and other 
campaigns at  the household level

Insight into Customer Segmentation &
Ideal  Customer Profile

Client believed that their core customers were 
middle  class families with kids; the results showed 
that over  60% of their customers did not have
children

Results also showed that ~50% of their customers  
make over $100k annually; this statistic kept them 
from  lowering their prices

Market Prioritization Analysis



How to get started?



Do’s and Don'ts 

Do’s
• Start with outlining your strategic priorities and 

business problems, and how data can support 
them

• Start by gaining organizational alignment on the 
goals for this new capability

• Start with assessing your organizational culture 
and their openness to change

• Start with establishing an analytics partner that 
can help guide this process

Don’ts
• Do not start with hiring a full analytics team

• Do not start by purchasing an expensive 
software or data package

• Do not start by trying to solve your biggest and 
most complex business problem

• Do not start without a plan and roadmap  



Part 1:
Needs 

Assessment

Discovery phase
• Assessing your unique organizational challenges
• Match those challenges with relevant data and resources
• Provide recommendations and implementation plan to build 

out the program

Part 2:
Implementation

Building a foundation
• Create data strategy, project plan, etc.
• Implement data governance, data dictionary, etc.
• Build data infrastructure, warehouse, data source integration, etc.
• Implement dashboards and other analytic tools to solve specific 

use-cases

Part 3:
Maintenance

Support/Maintenance & Ongoing Enhancement
• Focused on user adoption and growth of analytic toolset
• Analytics are seamlessly integrated into daily flow of business
• Support the future analytic needs of the organization

Project Roadmap



Analytic 
Needs 

Assessment

Analytics

People

ProcessesInfrastructure

Culture

Start your journey with an Analytic Needs Assessment
Our assessment evaluates the current and future needs of your organization, outlines the critical requirements for 
your analytics program and infrastructure, and provides a high-level action plan for implementation

We evaluate of the 5 core components of your 
analytics program:
• Analytics: What decisions need to be supported by 

data? 
• People: How sophisticated is your organization’s 

analytical capability? 
• Processes: How will data support processes within 

the organization?
• Infrastructure: What infrastructure will need to be in 

place to support the needs of the organization?
• Culture: Will the culture be accepting of data that 

may or may not support current business decisions?



THANK YOU!
Contact us:
• contact@thesimplevue.com
• khai@thesimplevue.com
• https://www.thesimplevue.com/

mailto:contact@thesimplevue.com
mailto:khai@thesimplevue.com
https://www.thesimplevue.com/

